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Abstract
The major theme of the thesis is the development of goal-oriented model
adaptive continuous-discontinuous Galerkin (c/dG) finite element meth-
ods (FEM), for the numerical solution of the Kirchhoff and Mindlin-Reissner
(MR) plate models. Hierarchical modeling for linear elasticity on thin do-
mains (beam-like) in two spatial dimensions is also considered, as a natural
extension of the Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories.
The basic idea behind model adaptivity is to refine, not only the computa-
tional mesh, but the underlying physical model as well. Consequently dif-
ferent mathematical formulations—usually partial differential equations—
may be discretized on the element level. Our algorithms use duality-based
a posteriori error estimates, which separate the discretization and model-
ing errors into an additive split (allows for independent reduction the error
contributions). The error representation formulas are linear functionals of
the error, which is often more relevant in engineering applications.
In standard FEM the continuity constraints can make it difficult to con-
struct the approximating spaces on unstructured meshes. When solving the
plate formulations, continuous quadratic polynomials are used for the lat-
eral displacements, and first-order discontinuous polynomials for the rota-
tion vector, whose inter-element continuity is imposed weakly by Nitsche’s
method. The bilinear form is coercive if a computable penalty parameter is
large enough (and small enough to avoid locking).
The discretization of the MR model converges to the Kirchhoff model
as the thickness of the plate tends to zero. This makes the introduced c/dG
FEM particularly interesting in the context of model adaptivity, and as such
it constitutes the main result of the thesis.
Keywords: goal-oriented adaptivity, model adaptivity, discontinuous Galerkin,
Nitsche’s method, Kirchhoff plate, Mindlin-Reissner plate
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Part I
Introduction

Chapter1
Background
This chapter begins with a general introduction to adaptive modeling, and
serves as a motivation behind the work presented in the thesis. It concludes
by exemplifying the use of dimensional reduction and hierarchical models
in elasticity, which will be two important concepts in the appended papers.
1.1 Motivation
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving differ-
ential and integral equations approximatively using computers (relatively
few such equations are amenable to analytical methods). FEM originated
from the need of solving complicated problems in elasticity and structural
mechanics in the middle and late 1950s. Today it is employed in a variety of
engineering disciplines, including the fields of electromagnetics and fluid
dynamics. In industrial applications, say deformation during car crashes,
virtual prototyping by FE software enhances design and shortens produc-
tion cycles.
For any problem there are usually several mathematical models, more
or less accurate, which describe the same physical phenomena. Should a
simple model be adequate for solving the problem this is preferable, since
less computational resources—in terms of run time and memory—are re-
quired. Without careful consideration the computational complexity could
easily prove intractable. We must then ask ourselves: How do we know if
the numerical solution, i.e., an approximation, is accurate enough for our
purposes? Assume that numerical errors (round-off etc.) and errors in data
(measurements, etc.) are negligible. It is left to determine whether
• the mathematical model describes the physical reality sufficiently well
(the discrepancy is referred to as the modeling error);
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• the numerical solution of the mathematical model is sufficiently ac-
curate (their difference is called the discretization error).
Answering these questions are important research topics, the latter being
the advent of adaptive procedures in FEM, which, at least traditionally, are
techniques for optimizing the underlying mesh†. The goal is to distribute
the degrees of freedom to get high accuracy with respect to the computa-
tional cost. In practice the computer uses analytically derived a posteriori
error estimates, based on the initial numerical solution, to determine the
size and the locality of the error. If the error is within a prescribed toler-
ance, the numerical solution is accepted; otherwise new elements are intro-
duced where the error was the largest. An improved numerical solution is
computed, and the entire procedure is repeated, in an automated fashion,
until convergence. This technique, known as mesh adaptivity, only reduces
the discretization error—the choice of mathematical model still lies with
the engineer. But if an hierarchy of models is available, the most accurate
considered as the master model, it is equally possible to have the computer
adaptively decide which one to use on the element level. The rationale is to
balance the different error sources. Ideally, the discretization and modeling
errors should be of the same size: there is no point in spending computa-
tional resources on solving an inadequate model, just as there is no point
in solving a complex model using too few elements (the relatively larger
error source deteriorates the accuracy of the numerical solution). The idea
of locally changing the mathematical formulation of the problem is known
as model adaptivity. This field is not as well developed, but the research has
intensified. The ultimate goal is to combine mesh and model adaptivity—
let the engineer decide how accurate the numerical solution must be, and
then leave it to the computer to resolve mesh and model.
1.2 Hierarchical modeling in elasticity
Boundary value problems in elasticity are often posed on thin domains, e.g.,
beams, plates, or shells. Here the term thin relates to the physical domain
being much smaller in one direction: a beam, e.g., is dominated by its ex-
tension in the axial direction. This may justify making certain simplifying
assumptions on the master model (the full three-dimensional elasticity the-
ory), effectively replacing the original problem with a lower-dimensional
one, which consequently is known as dimension reduction.
†The mesh is a discretization of the continuous domain, e.g., a car subjected to a crash,
into a set of subregions, referred to as elements. On each element the deformation of the car
is approximated, and by introducing more elements, or degrees of freedom, the accuracy of
the numerical solution improves. (In theory the discretization error vanishes as the number
of elements tends to infinity.)
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Lower-dimensional problems are more susceptible to analytical tech-
niques: the simplest formulations can be integrated directly†, and some-
times the exact solution can be derived by means of Fourier series. In the
wake of the evolution of computers, lower-dimensional methods have also
gained momentum to be commonly used in today’s FE software. The rea-
sons why include, firstly, computational savings (using less complex mod-
els typically reduces the number of degrees of freedom), and secondly, that
excessive mesh refinement in three-dimensional problems could cause bad
conditioning (especially bothersome for problems posed on thin domains).
Lower-dimensional models are usually advocated by being asymptoti-
cally exact, i.e., the difference in the numerical solution, as compared to the
one using the higher-dimesional model, vanishes as the thickness (the ex-
tension in the thin direction) tends to zero. In practice, however, the thick-
ness is non-zero, and hence a corresponding modeling error is inevitably
incurred.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s the idea arose to embed classical mod-
els into hierarchies of lower-order models, the term hierarchic models was in-
troduced by Szabo and Sahrmann, and the approach further developed by
Actis, Babuška and co-workers (see Schwab [40] for references). Simplified
models were constructed by imposing restrictions on the displacements of
the three-dimensional formulations, say, by using a prescribed polynomial
expansion in the transverse direction. Refined models are then readily ob-
tained by increasing the order of the approximating polynomial. A set of
consecutive models constitute a hierarchy, which is used for solving the
problem adaptively. The final model will be tailor-made for each particular
problem (illustrated in Figure 1.1).
The sophisticated mesh and model adaptive algorithm should promote
an equidistribution of the total error, meaning that the local errors on each
element are of the same size in magnitude. Such a posteriori error represen-
tations would include both the discretization error and the modeling error.
Early work on model adaptivity assumed the discretization error to be neg-
ligible, so that the modeling error summed up to the total error (see, e.g.,
Babuška et al. [7]). The error estimates were improved on to include both
error sources, first by measuring the total error in global norms (typically
the generic energy norm), and in more recent work, including papers by
Babuška and Schwab [8], Ainsworth [1], Vemaganti [45], and Repin et al.
[38], to give upper and lower bounds of the total error in terms of linear
functionals.
†The exact solution of the Bernoulli beam equation, for a constant bending moment, can
be computed by four successive integrations.
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Figure 1.1: Adapted numerical solution for a clamped loaded beam. The mesh
consists of rectangular elements, where the polynomial approximation in the thin
direction varies along the axial direction. The exact solution of the Bernoulli beam
equation, a simpler model, is seen in solid gray. (For the problem formulation see
Section 6.3.2 in Paper E.)
Chapter2
Theory
The ambition of this chapter is to present the theory and methods treated
in the appended papers in a concise manner.
In the sequel—if not explicitly expressed—it is simply assumed that func-
tions belong to admissible function spaces, in the sense of them being suf-
ficiently regular for the formulations to make sense.
2.1 The finite element method
FEM is a technique for solving general partial differential equations (PDEs),
and is well-suited for problems posed on complex geometries. Instead of
approximating the differential equation directly, which a traditional finite
difference method (FDM) does, FEM uses integrated forms, corresponding
to alternative descriptions of the physical problem.
FEM is closely related to global balance laws, e.g., minimization of the
potential energy and the balance of virtual work. To exemplify the latter, con-
sider the stationary one-dimensional heat conduction in a bar, which is de-
scribed by the following model problem (see [22, Section 6.2.1] for details):
−(ku′)′ = f, 0 < x < 1, (1)
where k > 0 is the heat conductivity,−ku′ is the heat flux, and f is an exter-
nal heat source. Assuming homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
u(0) = u(1) = 0, (1) is multiplied by a function v, such that v(0) = v(1) = 0,
and integrated over the domain
∫ 1
0
−(ku′)′v dx =
∫ 1
0
fv dx, (2)
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which, following integration by parts, leads to the weak form∫ 1
0
ku′v′ dx =
∫ 1
0
fv dx. (3)
The functions u and v are called the trial and test functions, respectively, and
it is said that (1) has been tested with v. Should one test by a sufficiently
large number of functions v, the integrated form (2) is expected to actually
satisfy (1) pointwise, given sufficient regularity of the weak solution (the
virtual work principle then is equivalent with the energy conservation law
and Fourier’s law underlying (1)). Note that (3) imposes fewer restrictions
on u than a classical solution of (1) does—the weak solution, e.g., is not
required to be twice differentiable, the integrals should just exist. This is
actually an important point: it is easier to generate approximate solutions
of less regularity (consequently FEM produces approximate solutions of (3)
rather than (1)).
Galerkin’s method is based on seeking the approximate solution in a
finite-dimensional space, spanned by a set of shape functions, which are
easy to differentiate and integrate. The new idea in FEM is the choice of
approximating functions: they are chosen to be piecewise polynomials. In its
basic form FEM uses piecewise linear continuous functions ϕi = ϕi(x) with
local support. If the FE ansatz is taken as
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
uiϕi(x), (4)
Galerkin suggested (3) to hold for all test functions of the same form. To en-
sure this property, the equation is tested against each ϕi separately (then it
will be satisfied for an arbitrary linear combination of the shape functions).
A linear system of equations is obtained to be solved for the unknown co-
efficients ui of (4) using a computer.
Galerkin’s method can be described as a projection method, where the
solution is projected onto a certain subspace, spanned by a set of shape
functions. These functions are not necessarily linear, but can be polynomi-
als of higher degrees, or trigonometric functions (so-called spectral methods).
A discontinuous ansatz for the FE solution is also possible, cf. Section 2.4.
The method can also be formulated using different functions in the test and
trial spaces, which is known as a Petrov-Galerkin method.
FEM has a solid mathematical foundation, see, e.g., the textbooks by
Strang and Fix [44], Ern and Guermond [23], and Brenner and Scott [15],
which is a strength, since it provides tools for deriving analytical error es-
timates, thereby allowing improvements of numerical methods. FEM has
typically been the choice of discretization for applications in solid mechan-
ics. FDM, on the other hand, is more straightforward to implement than
FEM (at least for simpler model problems on rectangular domains), but the
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method is more common within the field of computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD). Otherwise CFD applications tend to employ lower-order finite
volume methods.
2.2 The equations of linear elasticity
Consider a convex polygonal domain Ω ⊂ R2, representing a deformable
medium subjected to external loads. These include body forces f and sur-
face tractions g, causing deformations of the material, which is described
by the following model problem: find the displacement field u = (u1, u2)
and the symmetric stress tensor σ = (σij)2i,j=1 such that
σ(u) = λ∇ · uI + 2µε(u), in Ω, (5)
−∇ · σ = f , in Ω, (6)
u = 0, on ∂ΩD,
σ · n = g, on ∂ΩN,
where ∂Ω = ∂ΩD ∪ ∂ΩN is a partitioned boundary of Ω. The Lamé coeffi-
cients
λ =
Eν
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , µ =
E
2(1 + ν)
, (7)
with E and ν being Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively ((5)
and (7) pertain to a state of plain strain). Moreover, I is the identity tensor,
n denotes the outward unit normal to ∂ΩN, and the strain tensor is
ε(u) = 12
(∇u+∇uT).
The vector-valued tensor divergence is
∇ · σ =
( 2∑
j=1
∂σij
∂xj
)2
i=1
,
representing the internal forces of the equilibrium equation (6). This formu-
lation assumes a constitutive relation corresponding to linear isotropic elas-
ticity (the material properties are the same in all directions), with stresses
and strains related by
σv =
σ11σ22
σ12
 =
D11 D12 D13D21 D22 D23
D31 D32 D33
ε11ε22
ε12
 = D(λ, µ)εv,
referred to as Hooke’s generalized law. Should the material be homogeneous,
D becomes independent of position.
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In order to pose a weak formulation the function space
V =
{
v : v ∈ H2(Ω), v|∂ΩD= 0
}
,
is first introduced, and then it follows (the details of the derivation has been
omitted): find u ∈ V × V such that
a(u,v) = L(v), for all v ∈ V × V, (8)
where the bilinear form
a(u,v) =
∫
Ω
σ(u) : ε(v) dxdy (9)
is the integrated tensor contraction
σ : ε
def
=
2∑
i,j=1
σijεij ,
and the linear functional
L(v) = (f ,v) + (g,v)∂ΩN =
∫
Ω
f · v dxdy +
∫
∂ΩN
g · v ds. (10)
Here (8) may be interpreted as a balance between the internal (9) and ex-
ternal (10) “virtual work” (with the test functions v acting as “virtual dis-
placements”).
For the numerical approximation of (8) a FEM is established. To sim-
plify its formulation the kinematic relation
εv(u) =

∂
∂x1
0
0 ∂∂x2
∂
∂x2
∂
∂x1
[u1
u2
]
= ∇˜u,
and the constitutive matrix
D =
λ+ 2µ λ 0λ λ+ 2µ 0
0 0 µ
 ,
will be used for the purpose of rewriting the bilinear form as
a(u,v) =
∫
Ω
εv(u)
TDεv(v) dxdy,
which facilitates implementation. Let Th be a partition of Ω, dividing the
domain into Nel elements. To be more precise, have Th = {K} to be a set of
triangles K, such that
Ω =
⋃
K∈Th
K,
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with the element vertices referred to as the nodes xi = (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . ,
Nno, of the triangulation. The intersection of two triangles is either empty,
a node, or a common edge, and no node lies in the interior of an edge. The
function
hK = diam(K) = max
y1,y2∈K
(‖y1 − y2‖2), for all K ∈ Th,
represents the local mesh size. Moreover, Eh = {E} denotes the set of ele-
ment edges, which is split into two disjoint subsets, Eh = EI ∪ EB , namely
the sets of interior and boundary edges, respectively. The partition is asso-
ciated with a function space
Vh = {v ∈ C(Ω) : v is linear on K for each K ∈ Th, v|∂ΩD= 0} , (11)
consisting of continuous, piecewise linear functions, which vanish on the
Dirichlet boundary. A function v ∈ Vh is uniquely determined by its values
at xi in conjunction with the set of shape functions
{ϕj}Nnoj=1 ⊂ Vh, ϕj(xi) := δj(xi),
which constitute a nodal basis for (11). It then follows that any v ∈ Vh can
be expressed as a linear combination
v =
Nno∑
j=1
vjϕj(x), (12)
where vj = v(xj) represents the j:th nodal value of v. An ansatz for a solu-
tion of the type (12) is made, and hence the FE formulation of (8) becomes:
find uh ∈ Vh × Vh such that
a(uh,v) = L(v), for all v ∈ Vh × Vh, (13)
whose solution usually is written on the standard form
uh =
[
ϕ1 0 ϕ2 0 . . .
0 ϕ1 0 ϕ2 . . .
]

u11
u12
u21
u22
...
 = ϕu,
associating odd and even elements of u with displacements in x and y, re-
spectively, having a total of 2Nno degrees of freedom. Since testing against
all v ∈ Vh × Vh reduces to testing against {ϕj}Nnoj=1 in each direction, i.e.,
v1 = (ϕ1, 0), v2 = (0, ϕ1), . . . , v2Nno−1 = (ϕNno , 0), v2Nno = (0, ϕNno),
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and εv(uh) = ∇˜ϕu = Bu, (13) corresponds to solving∫
Ω
BTDB dxdy u =
∫
Ω
ϕTf dxdy +
∫
∂ΩN
ϕTg ds, (14)
which is a linear system of equations Su = f , making (14) a suitable starting
point for FE implementation.
The equations of linear elasticity were solved as part of Papers A and E.
2.3 Plate theory
Plate theory is an engineering approximation, which reduces the full three-
dimensional elasticity theory into a simpler two-dimensional problem (the
thickness of the plate is regarded as the thin direction). In many applica-
tions, however, the plate theory provides accurate solutions.
When a plate is subjected to transverse (normal to its midsurface) loads,
the lateral displacements, and the stress and strain distributions across the
thickness will no longer be uniform—finding them is known as the prob-
lem of plate bending. A typical situation is that of a roof or a bridge carrying
out lateral loads to the support.
In the context of adaptive modeling for thin to moderately thick struc-
tures a two-model hierarchy is given by the Kirchhoff and Mindlin-Reissner
(MR) plate theories.
2.3.1 The Kirchhoff plate model
Kirchhoff described the plate bending problem in the middle 1850s [25],
and did so mathematically by a fourth-order partial differential equation.
For a clamped plate, represented by a polygonial domain Ω ∈ R2, the stan-
dard Kirchhoff plate theory is formulated as follows: find the lateral dis-
placements u such that
∇ ·∇ · σ(∇u) = f, in Ω, (15)
u = 0, on ∂Ω,
n · ∇u = 0, on ∂Ω,
where (15) expresses equilibrium between internal and external forces. Here
f is the transverse load, n is the exterior unit normal on the boundary, and
σ represents the moment tensor,
σ(θ) := λ∇ · θ1+ 2µε(θ),
for a linearly elastic material. 1 is the identity tensor, and ε is the curvature
tensor,
ε(ϑ) :=
[
∂ϑ1
∂x
1
2
(
∂ϑ1
∂y +
∂ϑ2
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂ϑ2
∂x +
∂ϑ1
∂y
)
∂ϑ2
∂y
]
.
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The constitutive parameters, or Lamé constants, are given by
λ =
Eν
12(1− ν)2 and µ =
E
24(1 + ν)
,
where E > 0 and 0 ≤ ν < 1/2 are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively. Moreover, the notation
∇ · ϑ = ∂ϑ1
∂x
+
∂ϑ2
∂y
and ∇ · σ =
[
∂σ11
∂x +
∂σ12
∂y
∂σ21
∂x +
∂σ22
∂y
]T
is used, so terms of the internal force are
∇ ·∇ · σ = ∂
2σ11
∂x2
+
∂2σ12
∂x∂y
+
∂2σ21
∂y∂x
+
∂2σ22
∂y2
.
To pose a weak formulation of (15), the equilibrium equation is multi-
plied by a scalar test function v, followed by repeated integration by parts
over the domain,∫
Ω
∇ ·∇ · σv dxdy =
∫
∂Ω
n ·∇ · σv ds−
∫
Ω
∇ · σ · ∇v dxdy
=
∫
∂Ω
n ·∇ · σv ds−
∫
∂Ω
n · σ · ∇v ds (16)
+
∫
Ω
σ(∇u) : ε(∇v) dxdy.
Now, if using the equality ∇v = n(n · ∇v) + t(t · ∇v), where t is the unit
tangent vector,∫
∂Ω
∇ · σ · ∇v ds =
∫
∂Ω
(n · σ · n)n · ∇v ds+
∫
∂Ω
(n · σ · t)t · ∇v ds
=
∫
∂Ω
Mnnn · ∇v ds+
∫
∂Ω
Mntt · ∇v ds,
by substituting the normal and twisting moments, Mnn = n · σ · n and
Mnt = n · σ · t, respectively. Since the boundary consists of linear edges E,
connected at the boundary vertices,∫
∂Ω
Mntt · ∇v ds =
∑
E⊂∂Ω
∫
E
Mntt · ∇v ds
=
∑
E⊂∂Ω
[Mntv]∂E −
∫
∂Ω
t · ∇Mntv ds,
using integration by parts (here [w]∂E denotes the difference between the
endpoint values of w on E). Finally, the transverse force can be identified
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by T = n ·∇ · σ + t · ∇Mnt, and hence (16) is the same as∫
Ω
∇ ·∇ · σv dxdy =
∫
Ω
σ(∇u) : ε(∇v) dxdy −
∫
∂Ω
Mnnn · ∇v ds
+
∫
∂Ω
Tv ds−
∑
E⊂∂Ω
[Mntv]∂E ,
where the pointwise twisting moments at the corners vanish if the bound-
ary is smooth. This being the case, alongside v|∂Ω= 0 and n · ∇v|∂Ω= 0,
gives the variational statement: find u ∈ such that
a(∇u,∇v) =
∫
Ω
fv dxdy, (17)
for all v ∈ V = {v ∈ H20 (Ω) : n · ∇v = 0 on ∂Ω}. The bilinear form, which
corresponds to the bending energy, is defined in terms of the tensor con-
traction,
a(θ,ϑ) :=
∫
Ω
σ(θ) : ε(ϑ) dxdy. (18)
A difficulty with the Kirchhoff plate theory (or other fourth-order dif-
ferential equations) is that standard FEMs require C1 continuous approxi-
mating spaces, which, at least on general meshes, are cumbersome to con-
struct: the C1 Argyris triangle, e.g., carries 21 degrees of freedom for a
quintic approximation, see Argyris et al. [2], whereas macro-element tech-
niques involve third-order polynomials, cf. Ciarlet [18]. Consequently non-
conforming elements, like the well-known Morley triangle [29], are com-
monly used.
The Kirchhoff plate theory has been used in Papers A, C-D.
2.3.2 The Mindlin-Reissner plate model
The Kirchhoff theory (15) typically models thin plates whose lateral dis-
placements are small. Should the plate be thicker, or shear effects otherwise
be non-negligible, however, the accuracy of the Kirchhoff solution tends to
decay. Then (15) is commonly replaced by the MR plate theory [36, 37, 28],
which is a system of two second-order partial differential equations,
−∇ · σ(θ)− κt−2(∇u− θ) = 0, (19)
−κt−2∇ · (∇u− θ) = f, (20)
where θ denotes the rotations of the midsurface of the plate, the material
parameter κ = Ek/
(
2(1 + v)
)
, with k = 5/6 being a shear correction factor,
and t is the constant thickness of the plate. For clamped boundary condi-
tions u = 0 and θ = 0 at ∂Ω.
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The variational form of the MR system of equations (19) and (20) can be
derived by, firstly, multiplying (19) by a vector-valued test function ϑ, and
then integrating by parts over the domain,
0 = −
∫
Ω
∇ · σ(θ) · ϑdxdy − κt−2
∫
Ω
(∇u− θ) · ϑdxdy
= −
∫
∂Ω
n · σ(θ) · ϑds+
∫
Ω
σ(θ) : ε(ϑ) dxdy (21)
− κt−2
∫
Ω
(∇u− θ) · ϑdxdy.
Secondly, now multiplying (20) by a scalar test function v, followed by in-
tegration by parts over the domain,∫
Ω
fv dxdy = −κt−2
∫
Ω
∇ · (∇u− θ)v dxdy
= κt−2
∫
Ω
(∇u− θ) · ∇v dxdy
− κt−2
∫
∂Ω
n · (∇u− θ)v ds, (22)
and so by adding equations (21) and (22),∫
Ω
fv dxdy =
∫
Ω
σ(θ) : ε(ϑ) dxdy + κt−2
∫
Ω
(∇u− θ) · (∇v − ϑ) dxdy
−
∫
∂Ω
n · σ(θ) · ϑds− κt−2
∫
∂Ω
n · (∇u− θ)v ds.
The variational formulation thus becomes: find (u,θ) ∈ H10 (Ω)×
[
H10 (Ω)
]2
such that
a(θ,ϑ) + b(u,θ; v,ϑ) =
∫
Ω
fv dxdy, (23)
for all (v,ϑ) ∈ H10 (Ω)×
[
H10 (Ω)
]2, with the shear energy functional
b(u,θ; v,ϑ) := κt−2
∫
Ω
(∇u− θ) · (∇v − ϑ) dxdy. (24)
Note that the Kirchhoff formulation (17) requires higher regularity of
the lateral displacements than (23) does, owing to the second-order deriva-
tives present in the bilinear form (18). Hence, from a computational point-
of-view, the MR formulation (19)–(20) actually seems simpler—it consists
of a system of two second-order partial differential equations, and requires
only a C0 approximation. The difficulty, however, is another: the MR plate
model has an independent approximation of the rotations of the midsur-
face (for the Kirchhoff plate model the rotation vector equals the lateral
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displacement gradient). Besides being more expensive to solve, for a FEM
to work asymptotically as the thickness of the plate tends to zero, the dis-
crete MR solution must satisfy the Kirchhoff theory (since the continuous
MR solution converges towards the continuous Kirchhoff solution). If too
few trial functions fulfils the condition the numerical solution is degraded
by locking (should the difference ∇uh − θh not vanish the shear energy
(24) increases without bound). The situation is particularly difficult for
low-order approximations, cf. Section 2.4.2. One useful approach has been
to use projections in the shear energy term and consider modified energy
functionals (the FE solution minimizes the sum of the bending energy, the
shear energy, and the potential of the surface load) of the type
Fh(u,θ) :=
1
2a(θ,θ) +
1
2b(u,Rhθ;u,Rhθ)−
∫
Ω
fudxdy,
whereRh is some interpolation or projection operator. This idea underpins,
e.g., the MITC element family of Bathe and co-workers, first introduced in
[11], and has been used extensively in the mathematical literature to prove
convergence, see, e.g., [4, 16, 20, 35]. It should be noted that if the approx-
imation corresponding to Rhθ was to be used also for the bending energy,
the element would be non-conforming and potentially unstable (in effect
one has to construct and match three different FE spaces, which indeed is
how the approach was originally conceived—as a mixed method with an
auxiliary set of unknowns (the shear stresses), cf. [11]).
The MR plate theory has been used in Papers B-D.
2.4 Nitsche’s method
Nitsche introduced his method 1971 [30], and then suggested its use for im-
posing Dirichlet boundary conditions weakly, standing as an alternative to
classical methods: the Lagrange multiplier method [5] (which has the draw-
back of introducing additional unknowns, the Lagrange multipliers, in the
discrete problem), and the penalty method [6]. It was later on, in papers by,
e.g., Baker [9], Wheeler [48], and Arnold [3], that piecewise discontinuous
approximations and penalty were used to enforce inter-element continuity.
On this form Nitsche’s method is better known as the discontinuous Galerkin
method. In [24] Hansbo reviews Nitsche’s method, and emphasizes how the
real strength of the method is the applicability to interface problems. Ex-
emplified by Poisson’s equation Nitsche’s method is shown to be consis-
tent (the penalty method, in contrast, is not consistent). Furthermore, the
stiffness matrix is positive definite, and optimal order error estimates can
be derived with preserved conditioning on quasi-uniform meshes. Recent
textbooks on discontinuous Galerkin (dG) methods include Rivière [39].
Nitsche’s method has been used in the FE formulations of Papers A-D.
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2.4.1 Model problem
Let Kh = {K} partition Ω ⊂ R2 into a geometrically conforming rectangu-
lar mesh, whose edges E = {E} can be divided into two disjoint subsets,
E = EI ∪EB , where EI = E \ ∂Ω and EB are the sets of interior and bound-
ary edges, respectively. Each edge is associated with a fixed unit normal n
with direction chosen so that n is the exterior unit normal on the boundary.
Two quantities for functions on edges are introduced: the jump J·K and
the average 〈·〉. To this end, let K1 and K2 be two neighboring elements,
sharing the interior edge E. For a scalar function v ∈ Vh define
JvK := v− − v+, for E ∈ EI , JvK := v−, for E ∈ EB,
〈v〉 := v
− + v+
2
, for E ∈ EI , 〈v〉 := v−, for E ∈ EB,
where
v− = lim
→0+
v(x− n), v+ = lim
→0+
v(x+ n), for x = (x, y) ∈ E.
Let
D1 := {v : v|K∈ P1(K) for all K ∈ Kh}
be the space of piecewise linear discontinuous polynomials.
Now consider the following Poisson problem: find seek u ∈ C2(Ω) such
that
−∆u = f, in Ω,
u = 0, on ∂Ω.
(25)
To motivate the formulation of Nitsche’s method a Green’s formula is de-
rived on an element,∫
K
fv dxdy = −
∫
K
∆udxdy =
∫
K
∇u · ∇v dxdy −
∫
∂K
n · ∇uv ds,
where v ∈ D1. By adding all element equations,∫
Ω
fv dxdy =
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v dxdy −
∑
E∈E
∫
∂K
Jn · ∇uvK ds,
and since
Jn · ∇uvK = 〈n · ∇u〉JvK + Jn · ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by cont.
K〈v〉 = 〈n · ∇u〉JvK,
it follows that∫
Ω
fv dxdy =
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v dxdy −
∑
E∈E
∫
∂K
〈n · ∇u〉JvK ds.
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Due to continuity the jump in the exact solution vanishes too, so if u solves
(25), it also satisfies∫
Ω
fv dxdy =
∫
Ω
∇u · ∇v dxdy
−
∑
E∈E
∫
∂K
〈n · ∇u〉JvK ds−∑
E∈E
∫
∂K
〈n · ∇v〉JuK ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isym
(26)
+ γ
∑
E∈E
∫
∂K
h−1JuKJvK ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ipen
= a(u, v),
where, with |·| denoting the area of K or the length of E,
h :=
{ |K1|+|K2|
2|E| , for E ∈ EI ,
|K|/|E|, for E ∈ EB.
The corresponding FE problem of (25) is that of finding uh ∈ D1 such that
a(uh, v) =
∫
Ω
fv dxdy, (27)
for all v ∈ D1 (the variational form is given by replacing the FE space D1
with H1(Ω)). The addition of the term Isym serves the purpose of making
the method symmetric (this is known as a SIPG method, symmetric interior
penalty Galerkin), which is a desirable property when solving linear systems
of equations, whereas Ipen penalizes jumps in the rotation vector. The (com-
putable) penalty parameter γ must be chosen judiciously: it must be large
enough for the bilinear form a(·, ·) to be coercive, cf. [24], but γ should not
be too large either. This could lead to over-constrained problems suffering
from locking (the continuity constraint is enforced more severely than the
approximation can allow).
2.4.2 An example on numerical locking
Consider the Poisson problem (25) on the unit square with data
f(x, y) = 2(x(1− x) + y(1− y)),
corresponding to the exact solution
u(x, y) = x(1− x)y(1− y),
whose mean value is 1/36. The problem is solved numerically using the
dG FEM (27) with the set {1, (x − x0)/∆x, (y − y0)/∆y} for local shape
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Figure 2.1: Convergence study using full integration during the assembly and
penalty parameter γ = 10. The mean value error e decreases quadratically in the
mesh size h (log(e) = p log(h) + C, where p = 2.0219).
functions (on each element it is assumed that x0 ≤ x ≤ x1, ∆x = x1 − x0,
and y0 ≤ y ≤ y1, ∆y = y1 − y0). Clearly the basis is not nodal-based, and
thus the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed weakly.
The implementation of the dG FEM is exemplified in Appendix A.
A convergence analysis, performed on a set of consecutive uniform
meshes choosing γ = 10, indicates an optimal quadratic rate of conver-
gence for the mean displacement, which is in agreement with the order
of the linear polynomial approximation, see Figure 2.1. The relative error
e = 6.02 · 10−5 for the smallest mesh size.
The robustness of the method with respect to the penalty parameter and
the mesh size is considered. Typically, on a fixed mesh, γ cannot be chosen
too large. Should γ →∞ the approximation is forced to be continuous—all
degrees of freedom on the boundary elements are then prescribed, and in
fact all interior degrees of freedom will be as well, meaning that the discrete
solution locks, cf. Figure 2.2 (where the tendency is particularly evident on
coarse meshes). The reason why is that the approximating space contains
no C0 solution (besides the trivial one). On the other hand, had a bilinear
element been chosen instead, the method would have been locking-free.
The same difficulty underlies locking in the context of plate theory—the
difference is that the approximating space then needs to be C1 continuous,
cf. Paper B.
A trick that stabilizes the presented dG FEM is to use under-integration,
i.e., to employ a numerical quadrature scheme that is not exact (with too
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Figure 2.2: The mean value of uh for a set of different mesh sizes h as a function
of the penalty parameter γ. (The edge terms are assembled using full integration.)
few abscissas). Relaxing the continuity constraint by enforcing it only in the
edge midpoints—corresponds to integrating the penalty term Ipen using
midpoint quadrature—maintains the optimal rate of convergence, see Park
and Sheen [34]. The result, which is independent of mesh size, is confirmed
in Figure 2.3.
2.4.3 A comparison to continuous Galerkin methods
A comparison between continuous Galerkin (cG) and dG FEMs is made in
[39, Section 2.12]. Practical issues are pointed-out—a few of them are listed
below. Firstly, however, it should be mentioned how cG FEMs are some 60
years old, and the theory is well-developed. dG FEMs, on the other hand,
are less mature, why much work still lies ahead.
• Computational cost: In dG FEMs the number of degrees of freedom
DOFdG is proportional to the number of elements (the constant of
proportionality depends on the order d of the polynomial approxi-
mation), whereas DOFcG depends on the number of elements and ver-
tices. As d increases, on a quadrilateral mesh, the ratio DOFcG/DOFdG
typically increases to be larger than 1 (starting at quartic approxima-
tions), i.e., higher-order dG FEMs can be less expensive than the cor-
responding continuous method.
• Hanging nodes: In dG FEMs, since inter-element continuity is not a
constraint, elements may carry (multiple) hanging nodes†. For a con-
†A hanging node lies on the common edge E between two neighboring elements, but
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Figure 2.3: The mean value of uh for a set of different mesh sizes h as a function
of the penalty parameter γ. (The edge terms are under-integrated by imposing the
penalty only in their midpoints.)
tinuous method, however, care must be taken. A possible approach
is to use Lagrange multipliers to prescribe nodal values.
• Order of polynomial approximation: It is relatively straightforward
to change the order of the polynomial approximation in dG FE soft-
ware without major modifications of the source code being required.
Keeping track of the degrees of freedom is more difficult in cG FEMs.
2.5 A posteriori error estimation
The goal in FE analysis, from a practical point-of-view, is to utilize the avail-
able computing resources in an optimal way, usually adhering to either of
two principles:
• obtain the prescribed accuracy TOL at minimal amount of work;
• obtain the best accuracy for a prescribed amount of work.
To achieve this aim, the traditional approach is by means of automatic mesh
adaption, using local error indicators. These would be functions of the FE
solution, and presumably measure the “local roughness” of the continuous
solution, on which the mesh refinement then is based. The overall process
involves some distinct steps:
only carries degrees of freedom related to one of them. This situation typically occurs dur-
ing mesh adaptivity, when the one neighbor is split into four children, making the newly
introduced midpoint node on E a hanging node.
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i) a choice of norm in which the error is defined (different problems may
call for different norms);
ii) a posteriori error estimates with respect to the chosen norm, in terms
of known quantities, i.e., the data and the FE solution (which provide
information about the continuous problem);
iii) local error indicators extracted from the (global) a posteriori error esti-
mates;
iv) a strategy for changing the mesh characteristics (the mesh size and/or
the polynomial interpolation) to reduce the error in an (nearly) optimal
way.
In the following the two first steps are dealt with in some detail. The dis-
cussion will not be comprehensive, but focuses on exemplifying the tech-
niques used in this thesis: 1) solving local problems (done in Paper D); 2)
residual-based energy norm control (used in Paper E); and 3) goal-oriented
adaptivity (employed in Papers A, B, and D). For a textbook on adaptive
FEMs we refer to Bangerth and Rannacher [10].
2.5.1 Solving local problems
Finding improved solutions to be used for, say, estimating a priori terms in
error representation formulas, can be done by solving a set of small local
problems. The motivation is for the computational cost to be less than that
of solving the refined global problem. For the bilinear approximation, e.g.,
an elementwise problem could be stated by using a quadratic approxima-
tion instead. The boundary values are prescribed by the primal solution,
but an additional (unknown) degree of freedom remains in the centroid.
This approach is known as solving local Dirichlet problems, which was
done in Paper D, where patches of elements were considered to obtain a
more reliable error estimate. More information on solving local Dirichlet
problems can be found in the textbook by Verfürth [47]. (Another variant is
to solve local Neumann problems—it use for error estimation in hierarchical
modeling has been pursued by Stein and Ohnimus [41, 42, 43].)
2.5.2 Residual-based error estimates
The main idea—as opposed to solving local problems—is to substitute the
FE solution into the PDE: since uh is an approximation, it does not satisfy
(28) exactly, and this hopefully provides useful information about the error
e = u− uh.
For simplicity, let Poisson’s equation serve as the model problem, rep-
resenting a linear elliptic PDE. The continuous problem is that of finding u
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such that
Au := −∇ · (k∇u) = f, in Ω, (28)
u = 0, on ∂ΩD,
n · k∇u = g, on ∂ΩN,
where the coefficient k = k(x, y) is assumed to be smooth, whereas f ∈
L2(Ω) and g ∈ L2(∂ΩN) are data to the problem.
The weak form of the model problem is: find u ∈ V such that
a(u, v) = L(v), for all v ∈ V, (29)
where the bilinear form a(·, ·) and the linear functional L(·) are
a(u, v) =
∫
Ω
k∇u · ∇v dxdy, L(v) =
∫
Ω
fv dxdy +
∫
∂ΩN
gv ds.
The corresponding FE formulation becomes: find uh ∈ Vh such that
a(uh, v) = L(v), for all v ∈ Vh, (30)
and by subtracting (30) from (29), the Galerkin orthogonality relation
a(e, v) = 0, for all v ∈ Vh, (31)
follows, stating that the error is orthogonal to the subspace Vh ⊂ V .
When a(·, ·) is symmetric, coercive and bounded (with respect to the
function space V ), a norm
‖v‖a := a(v, v)1/2, for all v ∈ V,
may be defined, referred to as the energy norm (generic for the problem).
The symmetry and positive-definiteness of a(·, ·) is typical for problems
encountered in solid mechanics.
A means for a posteriori error estimation is outlined. First note that
‖e‖2a = a(e, e) = a(u− uh, e) = a(u, e)− a(uh, e) = L(e)− a(uh, e), (32)
via (29) for v = e ∈ V . Take pih : V → Vh to be the standard nodal in-
terpolation operator (or the L2 projection), and it follows from (30), using
pihe ∈ Vh,
‖e‖2a = L(e− pihe)− a(uh, e− pihe).
Then, by elementwise integration by parts of the second RHS term,
‖e‖2a =
∑
K∈Th
∫
K
(f +∇ · k∇uh)(e− pihe) dxdy +
∫
∂ΩN
g(e− pihe) ds
−
∑
K∈Th
∫
∂K
nK · k∇uh(e− pihe) ds,
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wherenK denotes the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂K of element
K. Since each E ∈ EI is common to two elements, terms may be reordered,
and so
‖e‖2a =
∑
K∈Th
∫
K
(f +∇ · k∇uh)(e− pihe) dxdy
+
∫
∂ΩN
(g − n · k∇uh)(e− pihe) ds
+
∑
E∈EI
∫
E
JnE · k∇uhK(e− pihe) ds,
(33)
where
JnE · k∇uhK(x) := lim
→0+
(
(nE · k∇uh)(x+ nE) + (nE · k∇uh)(x− nE)
)
is the jump in nE · k∇uh across the element edge E with unit normal nE .
This, eventually, leads to a representation of the error on the form
‖e‖2a ≤
∑
K∈Th
ωKρK , (34)
by applying Cauchy’s inequality elementwise to (33), and using suitable
interpolation error estimates. The weights ωK relate to the interpolation
error, whereas ρK represents residuals (with respect to either the interior or
the boundary of the domain) of the FE solution.
(34) is an a posteriori error estimate, i.e., an estimate in terms of the com-
puted solution and the problem data, constituting an upper bound of the
error. However, since the estimate is based on Cauchy’s inequality it may
not be sharp. An alternative is to solve an auxiliary problem on a refined
mesh, interpolate the enhanced discrete solution onto the primal mesh, and
let the difference provide information about the error, cf. Paper E.
2.5.3 Goal-oriented adaptivity
The traditional approach to adaptivity was to measure the error in global
norms (like the energy or L2 norms). However, often it can be relevant to
control the error in local physical quantities, say, the maximum deflection
of a plate in a point or along line, or the largest stress value.
In order to assess this error one may use duality techniques, which es-
sentially means multiplying the residuals by certain weights, namely the
solution of a so-called dual problem (hence the approach is known as the
dual-weighted residual method—or the DWR method for short).
To show this consider the continuous dual problem,
ATz = j, (35)
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where the dual operator AT is defined by
(ATz, ψ) = (z,Aψ). (36)
If follows that
(e, j)
(35)
= (e,ATz) (36)= (Ae, z) = (f −Auh, z) (31)= (f −Auh, z − pihz), (37)
using the Galerkin orthogonality for v = pihz ∈ Vh. Here, as compared to
(32), one is free to choose the data j according to the quantity to be con-
trolled adaptively. Should j is taken as an approximate Dirac delta func-
tion, e.g., the LHS of (37) reduces to the error in the corresponding point.
Example. In order to concretize (37) Poisson’s equation is tested against a
function z:∫
Ω
−∇ · (k∇u)z dxdy =
∫
Ω
k∇u · ∇z dxdy −
∫
∂ΩN
n · (k∇u)z ds
=
∫
Ω
−∇ · (k∇z)udxdy
−
∫
∂ΩN
(n · (k∇u)z − n · (k∇z)u) ds,
by using integration by parts twice. Taking the Neumann boundary con-
ditions into account (u is prescribed on the Dirichlet boundary so no errors
occur there), this indicates that the dual problem should be
ATz = −∇ · (k∇z) = j1, in Ω,
z = 0, on ∂ΩD,
n · k∇z = j2, on ∂ΩN,
i.e., A = AT is a self-adjoint operator. Note that
(e,ATz) =
∫
Ω
−∇ · (k∇z)edxdy =
∫
Ω
k∇z · ∇edxdy −
∫
∂ΩN
j2eds,
and then, via (37) for data j1 and j2,
(e, j1) + (e, j2)∂ΩN =
∫
Ω
k∇z · ∇edxdy = a(e, z) (31)= a(e, z)− a(e, pihz)
= a(u− uh, z − pihz) = a(u, z − pihz)− a(uh, z − pihz).
By expressing the first bilinear form a(·, ·) in terms of data,
(e, j1) + (e, j2)∂ΩN = (f, z − pihz) + (g, z − pihz)∂ΩN − a(uh, z − pihz),
allowing for control of functionals of the error both inside the domain and
on the Neumann boundary.
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(37) is an exact error representation formula, but it is emphasized that
the dual problem cannot be solved exactly, at least not in general, and con-
sequently has to be approximated. A tempting idea, from a practical point-
of-view, would be to simply reuse the primal mesh: find zh ∈ Vh such that
a(v, zh) = (j, v) = J(v), for all v ∈ Vh, (38)
but this does not work. The reason why is that the Galerkin orthogonality
leads to the trivial error representation
J(e)
(37)
= (f −Auh, zh − pihz) = 0,
since zh and pihzh will coincide. Hence the approximation of the dual so-
lution typically has to belong to an enhanced approximating space V ∗h . In
Papers A and B this space was constructed by subjecting the primal mesh
to regular subdivison. Then the dual problems were solved globally with
respect to V ∗h . This may be straightforward, but is also computationally de-
manding. Another approach is to solve local problems, cf. Section 2.5.1 and
Paper D. An analysis of different goal-oriented a posteriori error measures
in the context of non-linear elasticity is given by Larsson et al. [26].
Using duality arguments for a posteriori error estimation was introduced
during the early 1990s, e.g., in work by Eriksson et al. [21]. The ideas later
developed into the DWR method by Becker and Rannacher [13, 12]. Quan-
titative error control by computational means akin to the DWR method,
in the context of model adaptivity, has been seen in, e.g., Oden et al. [31,
33, 46] (solid/fluid mechanics applications and heterogeneous materials)
and Braack and Ern [14] (Poisson’s equation, convection-diffusion-reaction
equations). More recent work in model and goal adaptivity, within the field
of multiscale modeling, includes Oden et al. [32].
Chapter3
Summary
3.1 Main results
Paper A In An adaptive finite element method for second-order plate theory, the
Kirchhoff plate model is supplemented by a second-order term to ac-
count for the effects of membrane stresses. The method is based on
C0 continuous P2 approximations on simplices for the out-of-plane
deformations, whereas the in-plane deformations are approximated
using a constant-strain element. An a posteriori error estimate is de-
rived, which separates the bending and membrane effects, for control
of a linear functional of the error. It is evaluated with respect to max-
imum plate deflection under various loading conditions. Effectivity
indices close to unity suggest accurate error control.
Paper B In A finite element method with discontinuous rotations for the Mindlin-
Reissner plate model, a c/dG FEM for the MR plate model is presented,
based on continuous polynomials of degree d ≥ 2 for the transverse
displacements, and discontinuous polynomials of degree d−1 for the
rotations. A priori convergence estimates, uniformly in the thickness
of the plate, are proved and thus show that locking is avoided. More-
over, a posteriori error estimates are derived based on duality, together
with corresponding adaptive procedures for controlling linear func-
tionals of the error. Numerical results are presented.
Paper C In Model combination in plate bending problems, a FEM which com-
bines the Kirchhoff and Mindlin-Reissner plate models is introduced.
Hence, in different subregions of a physical plate, elements of either
Kirchhoff or Mindlin-Reissner type can be used. The lateral displace-
ments are approximated by continuous quadratic polynomials, and
the rotations of the midsurface are approximated by discontinuous
linear polynomials. To detail the suggested approach a matrix formu-
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lation of the discrete problem, suitable for implementation, is given.
The strength of the method lies in the ease at which the model is re-
fined on the element level—by introducing additional rotational de-
grees of freedom, with weakly enforced inter-element continuity us-
ing Nitsche’s method. The rationale is that of providing a means for
model adaptivity.
Paper D In A two-model adaptive finite element method for plates, a goal-orien-
ted adaptive c/dG FEM, which combines the Kirchhoff and MR plate
models, is introduced. The lateral displacements are approximated
by quadratic continuous polynomials, and the rotations of the mid-
surface are approximated by linear discontinuous polynomials, cf.
Paper C. A duality-based a posteriori error representation separates
the discretization and modeling errors, and in this sense local mesh
and model refinement are independent. The target quantity of inter-
est is an arbitrary linear functional of the displacement and/or rota-
tion errors.
Paper E In Hierarchical modeling for elasticity on thin domains, the two-dimen-
sional linear elasticity problem is posed on thin domains. A model
hierarchy is constructed based on increasingly higher polynomial ex-
pansions through the thickness of the domain, and it appears to be
a natural extension of the Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theory.
An adaptive FEM is presented which uses standard tensor-product
Lagrangian elements. An energy norm a posteriori error estimate is
outlined, providing local error indicators to govern refinements of
mesh and model. Some numerical results are presented, which indi-
cates accurate error control, but this is not obvious—the error is only
bounded upwards by a constant (the upped bound itself is approxi-
mated).
3.2 Future work
Paper A An interesting engineering application would be to apply the sug-
gested method to the plate buckling problem.
Paper B Following this work, the long-term goal was to combine the Kirch-
hoff and MR plate models based on the c/dG FEM introduced in Pa-
pers A and B, which also became the subject of Papers C and D.
Paper C It remained to develop an a posteriori error representation, which
separates the discretization and modeling errors. This was analyzed
in Paper D.
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Paper D An interesting development would be to consider an extension of
the model hierarchy, where, say, the master model is replaced by the
three-dimensional linear elasticity theory. As in Paper E such refined
models could be constructed by increasing the order of the polyno-
mial approximation through the thickness of the domain. In [24] the
similar problem is studied, where Nitsche’s method is used to couple
the Bernoulli beam and the Kirchhoff plate models with elasticity.
Paper E Implementing goal-oriented adaptivity based on duality techni-
ques would be relevant in the context of engineering applications.
The model hierarchy should be extended to include, e.g., the Bernoulli
and Timoshenko beam theory.
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AppendixA
Implementation
In this chapter the source code of the dG FEM, as specified in Sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2, is presented in detail. The code written in MATLAB [27] for flex-
ibility: the interpreted language is based on the abstraction of matrices,
using a consistent set of internal data structures, allowing for relatively ef-
fortless FE implementations. Debugging tools facilitates the code develop-
ment. The built-in visualization capabilities are powerful enough for most
purposes. Hence the programming environment suits the needs of research
codes well, where the primary objective is evaluation of algorithms. Hard
time spent on optimization is less worthwhile, as the final code may only be
executed a few times. A viable alternative, however, with the benefits of be-
ing distributed under an open-source license, is to use Python. Production
codes on the other hand, that run on a daily basis, have different demands.
Usually they rely on compiled languages, say, Fortran or C/C++. (A good
compromise is to employ MATLAB/Python as a steering language, which
calls compiled routines for doing computationally demanding work.)
Two routines are not included: rmesh and gauss1D. The former con-
structs a rectangular mesh (basically using meshgrid), with elements and
nodes numbered columnwise starting at the lower left (element nodes are
numbered counter-clockwise). The latter simply returns the abscissas and
weights for one-dimensional Gaussian quadrature. sparse2, the routine
used to construct the sparse stiffness matrix, is part of CHOLMOD [17], a
set of ANSI C routines for sparse Cholesky factorization. It is included in
the SuiteSparse package, downloadable at the MATLAB Central or [19].
Besides exemplifying how dG FEMs are implemented in general, focus
is on showing how the assembly process can be readily parallelized using
parfor loops, thereby taking advantage of hardware with multiple cores.
A small benchmark, tabulated in Table A.1, indicates that assembling the
stiffness matrix and load vector in parallel scales well once the size of the
problem increases. The most time-consuming part of the problem is then
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to solve the resulting linear system of equations. The test system includes
4 Intel Xeon X5650@2.67GHz CPUs, 48 GB RAM, and runs RHEL 5.5.
Table A.1: A benchmark for solving the Poisson problem (25), specified in Sec-
tions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, using the dG FEM with either serial or parallel assembly. All
times are measured in seconds. (N is the number of degrees of freedom; sparse2
is the time for constructing the sparse stiffness matrix using the same routine;
mldivide is the time for solving the linear system of equations using the same
routine; assembly is the time for the PARFOR loop; speed-up is the scaling factor
when parallelizing the assembly process, i.e., the PARFOR loop, using a pool of 8
local workers.)
serial parallel
N sparse2 mldivide assembly assembly speed-up
3 702 0.01 0.02 0.44 0.13 3.51
12 288 0.03 0.14 1.65 0.28 5.90
49 152 0.12 1.03 6.55 0.97 6.72
196 608 0.47 11.27 26.23 3.81 6.88
786 432 1.92 109.57 104.31 15.01 6.95
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function [umean, err] = poissonDG(xint, yint, gamma)
%
% Input data:
%
% xint: x-coordinates (e.g., xint = linspace(0, 1, n);),
% yint: y-coordinates (e.g., yint = linspace(0, 1, m);),
% gamma: penalty parameter.
%
%
% Construct rectangular mesh:
%
% nodes: element node numbers (stored columnwise),
% xnod: nodal x-coordinates,
% ynod: nodal y-coordinates,
% nei: element neighbors (stored columnwise; 0 is boundary),
% nele: number of elements.
%
[nodes, xnod, ynod, nei, nele] = rmesh(xint, yint);
A = zeros(nele, 1); % ---> element areas
nedges = 4; % ---> number of element edges
edof = 3; % ---> number of element DOFs
ndof = edof * nele; % ---> number of DOFs
% ------------------------------------------------------ Assembly process:
%
% Quadrature data:
%
% Polynomial degree of transverse load in x- and y-directions:
xdeg = 2;
ydeg = 2;
% Polynomial degree of penalty term (pdeg = 1 implies under-integration):
pdeg = 2;
% Abscissas and weights in x-direction...
[x0, w1] = gauss1D(xdeg, 0, 1);
w1 = w1(ones(1, ydeg), :)’;
% ...and in y-direction (for domain assembly):
if xdeg ~= ydeg
[y0, w2] = gauss1D(ydeg, 0, 1);
w2 = w2(ones(1, xdeg), :);
else
y0 = x0;
w2 = w1;
end
% 2D weights:
wei = w1(:) .* w2(:);
% Abscissas and weights (for edge assembly):
[gs, gw] = gauss1D(pdeg, 0, 1);
% Number of abscissas:
ngp = length(gw);
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% Diagonal matrix for "vectorized" quadratue:
diagGW = diag(gw);
%
% Coordinate triplets:
%
% Laplacian:
row = zeros(edof^2, nele); % ---> SPARSE doesn’t support integer types
col = row;
val = row;
% Load:
rowLoad = zeros(edof, nele);
valLoad = zeros(edof, nele);
% Edge terms:
rowEdge = zeros(nedges * (2 * edof)^2, nele);
colEdge = rowEdge;
valEdge = rowEdge;
parfor iel = 1 : nele % ---> loop w.r.t. all elements
%
% Local element data:
%
% Degrees of freedom:
dof = (edof * iel - (edof - 1) : edof * iel)’;
% Nodal coordinates (x, y):
nod = nodes(:, iel);
x = xnod(nod);
y = ynod(nod);
% Side lengths:
dx = x(2) - x(1);
dy = y(3) - y(2);
% Area:
A(iel) = dx * dy;
% Neighbors:
locNei = nei(:, iel);
%
% Quadrature data:
%
% Transform abscissas (onto I1):
x1 = (1 - x0) * x(1) + x0 * x(2); % ---> I1 = [x(1), x(2)]
y1 = (1 - y0) * y(2) + y0 * y(3); % ---> I1 = [y(2), y(3)]
xrep = x1(:, ones(1, ydeg));
gx = xrep(:);
yrep = y1(:, ones(1, xdeg))’;
gy = yrep(:);
%
% Volume integrals (load, laplace):
%
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% Gradients of shape functions:
grad = [0, 1 / dx, 0; 0, 0, 1 / dy]; % ---> const. for linear approx.
% Shape functions:
phi = [ones(length(gx), 1), (gx - x(1)) / dx, (gy - y(1)) / dy];
% Transverse load:
f = 2 * (gx .* (1 - gx) + gy .* (1 - gy));
load = phi’ * (f .* wei) * A(iel);
laplace = grad’ * grad * A(iel);
% Store coordinate triplets:
r1 = dof(:, ones(length(dof), 1)); % ---> Laplacian
row(:, iel) = r1(:);
c1 = r1’;
col(:, iel) = c1(:);
val(:, iel) = laplace(:);
rowLoad(:, iel) = dof; % ---> load
valLoad(:, iel) = load(:);
%
% Edge assembly:
%
% Use local triplets (irow, icol, and ival) to allow slicing of PARFOR-
% variables.
%
irow = ones((2 * edof)^2, nedges); % ---> zero indices not allowed
icol = irow;
ival = zeros((2 * edof)^2, nedges);
% Local edge nodes:
enodes = [1 2; 2 3; 3 4; 4 1]’; % ---> recreate on each worker
for iedge = 1 : nedges % ---> loop w.r.t. local edges
%
% Local edge data:
%
% Vertex coordinates (vx, vy):
enod = enodes(:, iedge);
vx = x(enod);
vy = y(enod);
% Side length (ds):
xs = vx(2) - vx(1);
ys = vy(2) - vy(1);
ds = sqrt(xs^2 + ys^2); % ---> max(abs([sx, sy]))
% Unit normal:
nvec = [ys, -xs] / ds;
% Transform abscissas (onto I1):
xe = (1 - gs) * vx(1) + gs * vx(2); % ---> I1 = [vx(1), vx(2)]
ye = (1 - gs) * vy(1) + gs * vy(2); % ---> I1 = [vy(1), vy(2)]
% Shape functions:
phi = [ones(ngp, 1), (xe - x(1)) / dx, (ye - y(1)) / dy]’;
% Neighbor:
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edgeNei = locNei(iedge);
if edgeNei % ---> interior edge
%
% Local element data (on neighbor):
%
% Degrees of freedom:
dofn = (edof * edgeNei - (edof - 1) : edof * edgeNei)’;
% Nodal coordinates:
nodn = nodes(:, edgeNei);
xn = xnod(nodn);
yn = ynod(nodn);
% Side lengths:
dxn = xn(2) - xn(1);
dyn = yn(3) - yn(2);
% Area:
An = dxn * dyn;
%
% Edge integrals (sympen):
%
% Shape functions:
phin = [ones(ngp, 1), (xe - xn(1)) / dxn, (ye - yn(1)) / dyn]’;
% Gradients of shape functions:
gradn = [0, 1 / dxn, 0; 0, 0, 1 / dyn]; % ---> constant
% Mean value of normal derivatives:
meanND = 0.5 * nvec * [grad, gradn]; % ---> per definition
% Jump in shape functions:
JV = [phi; -phin];
% h-parameter:
h = 2 * ds / (A(iel) + An); % ---> by definition
JM = sum(JV * diagGW, 2) * meanND;
sympen = 0.5 * ds * (gamma / h * (JV * diagGW * JV’) - (JM + JM’));
% Store coordinate triplets (on present edge):
idof = [dof; dofn];
r2 = idof(:, ones(length(idof), 1));
irow(:, iedge) = r2(:);
c2 = r2’;
icol(:, iedge) = c2(:);
ival(:, iedge) = sympen(:);
else % ---> boundary edge
meanND = nvec * grad;
h = ds / A(iel);
JM = sum(phi * diagGW, 2) * meanND;
sympen = ds * (gamma / h * (phi * diagGW * phi’) - (JM + JM’));
r2 = dof(:, ones(edof, 1));
irow(1 : edof^2, iedge) = r2(:);
c2 = r2’;
icol(1 : edof^2, iedge) = c2(:);
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ival(1 : edof^2, iedge) = sympen(:);
end
% Store coordinate triplets (on all edges):
rowEdge(:, iel) = irow(:);
colEdge(:, iel) = icol(:);
valEdge(:, iel) = ival(:);
end
end
% --------------------------------------------------- Solve linear system:
% Construct stiffness matrix:
S = sparse2([row(:); rowEdge(:)], [col(:); colEdge(:)], ...
[val(:); valEdge(:)], ndof, ndof);
% Construct load vector:
f = sparse2(rowLoad(:), 1, valLoad(:), ndof, 1);
% Discrete solution:
u = S \ f;
% Discrete solution in vertices (unod):
nodval = [1 0 0; 1 1 0; 1 1 1; 1 0 1]; % ---> CCW order
unod = nodval * reshape(u, edof, nele);
% Error in relative mean displacement (err):
umean = sum(unod) * A / 4;
uexact = 1 / 36;
err = (umean - uexact) / uexact;
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